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Overlooked Issues Part 15
Large Numerals 1886 - 1895

Collectible cancels on the large numeral issues.

My previous article on these large numeral issues of the late 19th century covered mostly the technical aspects of
these stamps, such as the perforations, watermarks and paper which are only a small part of their story. These
stamps along with the Medallions were the first issues we considered the Post Classics. In the short three decades
after the first issues were produce, Mexico was coming into the ‘Industrial Age’ with shipping, turning from wagons
to the Railroads and tall sail boat to modern steam ships to transport goods, the mail and people. Travel in a matter
of hours where it may have taken days before became common place. With these changes in delivery, the mail
system was now fast. The development of schools educating the people to read and write increased literacy on a
much larger scale that ever imagined before. Average people were now sending correspondence that before had
been generally business related. Communication was changing Mexico and the postal system.

Perforation varieties on Blue lined paper and watermarked issues.

The large size stamps seemed to be appropriate for the modernized mail system. The simplicity of the stamps with
clear numbers on the face made faster handling of the mail for postal workers. People were now sending messages
as casual communications. Postal stationery was adopted during this period and became popular with people
sending messages in a shorter time. Businesses were using printed messages on the backs of postal cards, and the
adoption of using envelopes both for the writer using stamps or ones purchased with stamp images already applied
made mailing letters much more efficient and easier for the patrons. Stamp again were readily available over the
counter and commerce was blooming in a much more modern postal system.
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Rough, but interesting registered covers to tell a story.

For the collector, registered (certified) covers become easier to find with the interesting markings and destinations
inside and outside of Mexico tell a story for each cover. With the additional stamps being used on ordinary mail,
collecting of stamps blossomed and stamp clubs started to appear in force by the late 1880s and early 1890s.
Hundreds of stamps would be tied in small bundles after they had been soak from the incoming mail. These
bundled stamps were sold to dealers that used these for packets sold all over the world. Availability of these stamps
during these early years has made the Large Numerals some of the least expensive stamps of the Nineteenth century.
Today a budget minded collector can put together a nice set of these stamps in used condition for reasonable
amount of money, with the exception of only a few of the rarer high denominations and the oddly perforated issues.
These stamps as I mentioned in my past message are generally poorly centered and finding one with great centering
is not an easy task. The paper, especially those done on soft paper are prone to thins and the hard paper likewise
can easy show folds from poor handling. Color variations are rarely studied, but should be a very rewarding area of
collecting. Perforation oddities were caused by the breakdown of the pins on the machines used to produce these
little hole in the stamps.
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Postal stationery with printed and stamps applies.
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Wrappers with stamp printed on them for easy mailing of periodicals.

For the specialist there are imperforated issues and some with missing between perforations. Essays are known and
some of the beautiful trial color proofs are also available for these collectors. Plate numbers are found on some of
the 10 centavos stamps with a number ‘1’ or ‘3’ printed in the middle of 4 stamps in the sheet. Bisects are rare but
know on 2ctv used as a 1ctv, 4ctv as a 2ctv and 10ctv as a 5ctv rate. Care should be made with purchasing such
stamps on cover or piece, and a MEPSI certificates is a must. Forgeries are know where colors have been chemically
altered to appear as rare stamps. Re-perforated stamps to make them appear to be one of the better odd size
perforated issues are common and pairs are preferable. Certified examples are also a must for the expensive one
stamps.
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Express company covers with printed on stamps of Mexico.

Collecting these stamps will give the collector years of interesting study and these stamps can be developed into a
wonderful exhibit or just a really nice collections. Nicholas Follansbee’s catalogue for stamps 1856-1910 is a good
place to start for further information. There is also a good amount of reference material found in the past issues of
Mexicana. The collector should also be able to find reference material for such things as the Postal Stationery issues,
Wells Fargo, and other studies that will help you learn about this interesting series. The best part of all this is the
hunt and once collecting these stamps, you may become the next authority of this series.

Scarce imperforated between issues.
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Rare watermarked reprint of the earlier issue in a deep purple.

Enjoy!
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